Why the frontal cortex in autism might be talking only to itself:
local over-connectivity but long-distance disconnection
Eric Courchesne and Karen Pierce
Although it has long been thought that frontal lobe abnormality
must play an important part in generating the severe
impairment in higher-order social, emotional and cognitive
functions in autism, only recently have studies identified
developmentally early frontal lobe defects. At the microscopic
level, neuroinflammatory reactions involving glial activation,
migration defects and excess cerebral neurogenesis and/or
defective apoptosis might generate frontal neural pathology
early in development. It is hypothesized that these abnormal
processes cause malformation and thus malfunction of frontal
minicolumn microcircuitry. It is suggested that connectivity
within frontal lobe is excessive, disorganized and inadequately
selective, whereas connectivity between frontal cortex and
other systems is poorly synchronized, weakly responsive and
information impoverished. Increased local but reduced longdistance cortical–cortical reciprocal activity and coupling
would impair the fundamental frontal function of integrating
information from widespread and diverse systems and
providing complex context-rich feedback, guidance and
control to lower-level systems.
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because frontal cortex plays vital roles in higher-order
cognitive, language, social and emotion functions [4],
each of which is seriously deficient in autism [5]. For
example, individuals with autism are typically unable to
surmise what another person is thinking [6] or might
respond perseveratively once they are taught a particular
set of rules [7]. Even within the first years of life, infants
with autism show some signs of frontal lobe dysfunction,
including abnormalities in social attention and a failure to
show the normal trajectory of speech and nonspeech
communication development [8–13].
In the past, support for the frontal lobe hypothesis of
autism has depended nearly exclusively on inferential
behavioral evidence because there has been a near
absence of developmental anatomical and microstructural
data.
Here, we review the first studies to provide magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) information about early growth
abnormalities in frontal lobes in autism [14,15], and new
postmortem data that have provided the first quantitative
and regional information about minicolumn maldevelopment in frontal cortex [16–17] and have identified the
presence of activated glia and neuroinflammatory
response in frontal and cerebellar cortices [18]. Taken
together, these new MRI and postmortem anatomical
studies — in conjunction with existent neurofunctional,
MRI and postmortem results from older autistic patients
— suggest that, just as the autistic child is unable to
effectively reciprocally interact with his or her social
environment, the frontal cortex in autism is deficient in
reciprocally interacting with other cortical regions.
Instead, it appears that in early development, frontal
cortex in autism might be abnormally over-connected
with itself.

Macroscopic evidence of early frontal
maldevelopment
Introduction
Autism is a disorder of brain development, and yet after
60 years of research, remarkably little is known about the
underlying developmental neural defects that cause
autistic behavior to emerge during the first years of life.
Even more startling is that the least is known about the
brain region most likely to be centrally involved: frontal
cortex.
The hypothesis that frontal lobe abnormality plays a key
part in autism has been espoused by researchers during
the past quarter century [1,2,3]. This is not surprising
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Recent studies have discovered that although infants who
will eventually develop autism are born with normal to
slightly smaller than normal brain sizes, soon thereafter
the brain grows at an excessive rate, leaving the autistic
toddler with an enlarged brain volume [19,20,21].
Excessive rates of brain growth, however, are not maintained and are followed by slowed or arrested growth
([19], see Courchesne and Pierce [22] for a review).
Investigations of which brain regions might be driving
the early enlargement of brain volumes have revealed
that frontal lobes are the site of the peak of early growth
pathology [14,15]. Frontal lobe gray and white matter
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are both disproportionately deviant in size in relation to
other cortical areas [14]. Although studies with slightly
older children (i.e. older than 7 years) conclude that
increases in cerebral white matter volume, particularly
frontal cortex, contribute largely to this overall volume
increase [23], other studies that include younger subjects
find that both gray and white matter are enlarged
[14,15].
Recent structural imaging results on older autistic children are compatible with evidence of pronounced
frontal gray and white matter abnormalities in autistic
toddlers. With the advent of diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) techniques, white matter fiber tracts can be more
thoroughly scrutinized. Fractional anisotropy is a measure in DTI research that reflects the diameter and
density of fibers, myelination and macrostructural features such as fiber tract coherence. A recent DTI study
reported abnormally reduced fractional anisotropy in
white matter adjacent to dorsal and mesial prefrontal
cortices in older autistic children [24]. In an effort to
further characterize white matter defects in autism,
one study subdivided white matter into internal and
external compartments and found that it is predominantly the outer radiate portion of white matter, particularly in the frontal lobes, that is disturbed in older
autistic children [23]. Furthermore, frontal and temporal
sulci are abnormally shifted superiorly and posteriorly in
autistic children [25], and frontal cortex has increased
gyrification [26].
Whereas several functional imaging studies have shown
relatively normal function of primary sensory cortices in
autism [27,28,29], studies rarely report normal functional responding in the frontal lobes. For example, in
a sample of autistic patients Pierce et al. [27] reported
normal functional activity in ventral temporal regions, but
not the frontal lobes, in response to personally familiar
faces. Abnormalities in frontal responding in autism have
also been noted in response to theory of mind [30,31],
memory [32,33], attention [34], embedded figures [29]
and language tasks [35].
The structural and functional abnormalities that are noted
in the frontal lobes in autism probably disturb the efficient interactions of this region with the rest of the brain.
In a positron emission tomography (PET) study in 1988,
Horwitz et al. [36] found reduced correlations among
frontal cortex, parietal and other brain regions and concluded that autism involves reduced and impaired functional connectivity between frontal cortex and other lower
level brain systems. Since then, there has been disagreement as to whether autism is a disorder of neural underconnectivity [35], overconnectivity [37] or both, in which
local connectivity is abnormally increased whereas longdistance connectivity is reduced or abnormally patterned
[22,33,38,39].
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Microscopic evidence of frontal
maldevelopment in process
In contrast to the clear new MRI evidence of early frontal
growth abnormality and a wealth of behavioral and
neurofunctional evidence of frontal dysfunction, there
remains a glaring gap in our knowledge of the microstructural defects that disarrange frontal neural circuit
development, generate the macroscopic overgrowth of
frontal gray and white matter and cause abnormal frontalmediated behavior. New quantitative microscopic
studies, in conjunction with clues from older visual
inspection-based reports on the postmortem autistic
brain, mark a turning point in our current understanding
of the contributions of the early frontal maldevelopment
to this disorder.
In arguably the most important postmortem study of
autism to date, Vargas et al. [18] reported the first
microscopic evidence of maldevelopment in process in
the frontal lobe and cerebellum. As illustrated in
Figure 1, robust molecular and cellular evidence of an
ongoing neuroinflammatory response was found in the
gray and white matter of both structures. Specific signs
included the presence of activated astroglia with enlarged
cell bodies and processes. Microglial activation was panlaminar in the dorsal and mesial regions of frontal cortex
that were studied, and was especially prominent at the
junction of cortex and the underlying white matter. In
the cerebellum, glial activation was associated with
degenerating Purkinje neurons, granule cells and axons,
and, in most of the cases examined, there was Purkinje
and granule cell loss. Degenerating Purkinje cells were
strongly immunoreactive for tumor growth factor- b1
(TGF- b1). Prevalent cytokines were macrophage
chemoattractant protein (MCP-1) and TGF- b1 derived
from glia. In the same study, cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) taken from living autistic children also showed a
marked increase in MCP-1. There was no evidence of an
adaptive immune reaction (e.g. T-cell infiltration;
deposition of immunoglobulin) in the autistic brains.
Findings were present from the youngest age studied,
5 years, to the oldest, 44 years, and present regardless of
history of epilepsy, IQ level or history of developmental
regression.
The link between abnormal neuroinflammatory response
and early brain overgrowth in autism is unknown. Vargas
et al. [18] suggest that the presence of activated glia in
their child and adult cases could reflect the persistence of
a fetal state or process; they also suggest this could be in
response to genetic or environmental factors. If fetal glial
activation does persist into postnatal life in autism, then
perhaps the brain in the autistic infant and toddler is
larger than normal because, unlike the normal brain, it
continues to have numerous enlarged activated glia
because of a genetic-based developmental abnormality.
Another possibility is that brain overgrowth in autism is
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

Glial activation in the frontal cortex (a,b) and cerebellum (c,d) of autistic patients. (a) Cluster of activated microglia in frontal cortex visualized
with diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride chromogen and (b) activated astroglia visualized with double immunocytochemical staining for
microglia (red) and astroglia (green) using laser confocal imaging. Astroglial reactions were characterized by an increase in the volume of
perikarya and glial processes. No glial activations were found in control brain tissues (images not shown). (c) Marked activation of microglia
was also found in the cerebellum (immunostained with anti-HLA-DR antibody). (d) Activated microglia around a Purkinje cell immunostained
with HLA-DR. Adapted with permission from Vargas et al. [18]. Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

the result of the response of the brain to environmental
factors that trigger a neuroinflammatory reaction; such a
reaction would include glial activation and might also
include a compensatory production of new neurons and
glia [40]. Activation and new production of neurons and
glia would abnormally increase brain size. An important
question is whether or not the quantitative map of cortical
areas with glial activation and neuroinflammation parallels the MRI-based maps of gray and white matter overgrowth and arrest of growth.
A cortical minicolumn is a fundamental unit of cerebral
cortical information processing. It is a roughly columnar
vertical assembly of pyramidal neurons and interneurons,
their interconnections and input and output axons that
extends from layer 6 up to the cortical surface [41]. In
humans, minicolumns in frontal association cortex are
nearly twice the diameter and several times the volume
of those in primary sensory cortex, such as primary visual
cortex [41]. According to a recent study, by as young as 3
years of age in autism, minicolumns and their surrounding
neuropil space are abnormally small throughout frontal
but not occipital cortex [17]. This result extends the
earlier finding of abnormally narrow minicolumns and
surrounding neuropil space in one frontal Brodmann’s
region (area 9) in older children and adults with autism
[16].
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Buxhoeveden and colleagues also found that within minicolumns the gray level index was greater than normal,
apparently because neurons were too numerous and too
small [17]. This excess could reflect defects in the regulation of neurogenesis, delays and defects in apoptosis,
perhaps involving glial dysfunction, or a late compensatory phase of neural (and glial) genesis consequent to a
late prenatal or early postnatal adverse event. An excess
number of cerebral neurons, which means an excess
number of axons and collaterals, could be one factor
generating early brain overgrowth.
Based on visual inspection, one older study [42] reported
the presence of increased neuron density and small
neuron size in frontal cingulate cortex in nine out of nine
autistic cases. Another postmortem study of 6 autism
cases [43] reported that the cortex was abnormally thick
in two, lamina were disorganized in two, pyramidal neurons were disoriented in two, and neuron density was
increased in three. In an unpublished study, Kennedy and
colleagues observed in a 3 year old autistic case, which is
also reported in the new minicolumn study mentioned
above, a variety of developmental defects in frontal
cortex, including clusters of neurons arrested in migration
within the cortex, laminar disorganization and disorientation of pyramidal neurons (D. Kennedy, K. Semendeferi,
E. Courchesne, pers comm).
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It is a realistic possibility that reported glial and neuronal
abnormalities in these various studies are connected.
Glial cells are involved in apoptosis, neural migration,
axon guidance, and minicolumn structural and functional
development [44–46]. Disruption of glial development
and chronic glial activation during brain development
could alter any one or each of these processes, and thereby
potentially affect neuron numbers, the regions and lamina
that neurons migrate to, axon connectivity patterns, neuronal and synaptic development and functioning, and the
organization of cell assemblies within minicolumns. A
prenatal or early postnatal disruption of glial and neuron
development could have a powerful impact on neuron
circuitry within minicolumns, across frontal cortical subregions, and between frontal cortex and other systems,
because frontal neural circuitry is quite sparse at birth and
takes many years to be fully formed [47–49]. From the
neural constructivist perspective [47,48], early neural
defects should produce aberrant connectivity and activity,
and in turn, such abnormal activity will lead to further
abnormal structural development.
What is clear from postmortem evidence is that microcircuitry within minicolumns in autism must be abnormal.
Neuroinflammation, migration, neurogenesis and apoptosis abnormalities could each cause a variety of defects
including: fractionated and incompletely or aberrantly
formed minicolumn vertical circuitry (which could
explain why they appear to be too narrow or underdeveloped); an excess of neurons in some layers and a deficit in
others within each minicolumn; an excess of neurons in
some minicolumns but reduction in others; and, finally, an
imbalance between excitation and inhibition (as hypothesized by Rubenstein and Merzenich [50]) within and
between minicolumns.
These defects in turn might alter local as well as longdistance frontal cortical connectivity and functional differentiation. Reduced inhibitory control over excitatory
activity [50] within and between minicolumns could
undermine the development of functionally discrete
minicolumns — that is, minicolumn functional boundaries could become blurred and responding could be
abnormally under-selective. It would also tend to enable
local excitation to last too long and spread too far across
local patches of cortex. Such unmodulated firing of cells
and minicolumns across local and short-distance patches
of cortex would tend to favor retaining an abnormal
number and pattern of local and short-distance connections. Conversely, it would tend to reduce the temporal
and spatial resolution of processing of input from distant
sources, and it would reduce the degree of synchrony of
bursts of firing between clusters of minicolumns in two or
more distant regions such as frontal and parietal. Longdistance cortical–cortical coupling, which is dependent on
precisely timed reciprocal oscillatory signaling, would be
impaired and connectivity lost. Thus, during the first
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years of development, activity-dependent processes
would tend to produce an increased number of abnormal
local and short-distance connections but a reduced number of long-distance frontal–posterior and posterior–
frontal connections.
Developmentally early defects in minicolumn microcircuitry in frontal cortex could explain why higher order
frontal processes fail to appear in autistic toddlers, why
frontal control and guidance over lower-level systems fails
to develop adequately, why frontal cortex does not get
activated normally, and why frontal activity is not correlated with activity in other cortical and subcortical
systems.

Conclusions
For more than two decades it has been clear that frontal
lobe abnormality must be an important factor underlying
core features of autism, including severe impairment in
higher order social and emotional processing and communication, cognitive functions, orienting to and exploring the social and non-social world, and speech.
Neuroimaging studies of older children and adults with
autism have demonstrated reduced or deviant frontal
cortical neural activity. Since first discovered and interpreted by Horwitz et al. [36], it has also been clear that
frontal cortical activity is not correlated with activity in
parietal and other cortical subcortical systems, and that
this failure indicates impaired frontal connections with
and control over lower-level systems. Shrouded in mystery, however, has been the early developmental origin of
frontal functional impairment.
For the first time, studies reveal early developmental
abnormalities at both the macroscopic and the microscopic levels in the first years of life, and the frontal lobes
are the peak cerebral sites of pathology. At the microscopic level, frontal neural pathology involves neuroinflammation, migration defects, and excess cerebral
neurogenesis and/or defective apoptosis. It is hypothesized that these abnormal processes cause malformation
and, therefore, malfunction of frontal minicolumn microcircuitry. It is suggested that this results in abnormally
patterned and increased local and short-distance frontal
cortical connectivity, but reduced long-distance reciprocal connectivity between frontal cortex and other brain
regions. Reduced long-distance cortical–cortical reciprocal activity and coupling would impair the fundamental
frontal function of integrating information from widespread and diverse systems (emotional, language, sensory,
autonomic, etc) and provide complex context-rich feedback, guidance and control to lower-level systems. Overall, aberrantly heightened local frontal excitability in
conjunction with impaired long-distance frontal cortical
coupling with distant systems would explain why frontal
activity is poorly selective, often does not show differentiation between task conditions and is commonly
www.sciencedirect.com
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reported to be poorly correlated with posterior cortical
activity.
We speculate that from the first years of life frontal cortex
— metaphorically speaking — talks with itself but fails to
hear and respond to other brain systems. Connectivity
within the frontal lobe is excessive, disorganized, hyperactive and poorly selective. That is, within the frontal
lobe, connectivity is excessive but disorganized and
poorly selective. Conversely, between frontal cortex
and other systems, connectivity is reduced, unsynchronized, weakly responsive and information impoverished.
The toddler with autism struggles to make sense of a
complex social and non-social world with powerful lowerlevel processing potential but with a frontal cortex that is
functionally disorganized, noisy, and effectively ‘disconnected’. The original causes that trigger a cascade of
maldevelopment leading to this neurofunctional impasse
remain to be determined, but a major clue might be the
recent identification of an ongoing neuroinflammatory
response with glial activation [18].
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